Very precise theoretical calculation in the SM framework: 3-4% level for R(D) [rd1] , 1% level for R(D*) [rd2] Experimental world average 4.08 away from SM expectations polarisation measured by Belle [rd3] : Using |Vub| excl = (3.55 ± 0.12) x 10
, f B =(186 ± 4) MeV [tn1] :
World average of BaBar and Belle measurements using both semileptonic and hadronic tag [tn2] : [knn2] no signal evidence, UL less than 1 order of magnitude away from SM predictions for K * channels B K Analysis on Belle II Full simulation using hadronic B reconstruction using K *+ →K 0 to establish machine background impact Simple cut-and-count analysis, signal efficiency and bkg yield estimanted in extra neutral energy signal region nominal machine bkg (BGx1) and machine bkg-free (BGx0) simulated samples analysed Negligible impact of machine background both in terms of variables shape and signal significance Detector performances and reconstruction proves to be robust against machine background Belle II unique or very competitive environment to study B decays with missing energy, sensitive to indirect NP effects x40 luminosity (and much higher machine background) wrt first generation B-factories
Belle II full simulation studies proved the detector performances and the reconstruction algorithms to be robust against simulated machine background measurements on machine background rates and spectra during phase I (2016) 
